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Improvise

2

Weaver. “Building Highly-Coordinated Visualizations In Improvise”. InfoVis 
2004, Examples: http://www.cs.ou.edu/~weaver/improvise/examples.html

http://www.cs.ou.edu/~weaver/improvise/examples.html
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Overview
• Combining views 
• Partitioning 
• Coordinating Multiple Side-by-Side Views 

– Encoding Channels Shared 
– Data Shared 
– Navigation Synchronized 
– Views Linked With Marks 
– Combinations 

• Superimposing Layers 
– Static Layers 
– Dynamic Layers
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Readings

• Munzner, “Visualization Analysis and 
Design”: 
– Chapter 10 (Facet: Multiple Views)
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Combining views
• often information too complex for a single 

view 
• show multiple views side by side 
• Eyes Over Memory: two simultaneous 

views have lower cognitive load than 
remembering previous view 

• real-estate trade-off: popup view vs. static 
side-by-side 

• OR - single view that is changed through 
interaction (filtering, aggregation, navigation)

5
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How to show multiple views
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Figure 1: A simple example of comparative visualizations: comparing two time series. For example, the data might represent mea-
surements from two sensors (X and Y) taken over time. The three basic approaches for comparative visualization are (a) juxtaposition,
(b) superposition, (c,d) explicit encoding of relationships. Two new representations from fusion are shown: (c) signal subtraction and
(d) a time alignment curve, such as produced by dynamic time warping.

2 A Taxonomy of Comparative Designs

Our key observation is that the range of visual designs for explicitly assisting with comparison fall into
three categories. Juxtaposition (or separation) designs present each object separately (i.e. next to each
other, in either time or space). Superposition (or overlay) designs present multiple objects in the same
coordinate system (i.e. on top of one another). A third category of design is explicit representation of

the relationships that directly encodes connections between objects visually. A simple example of these
categories is shown in Figure 1.

Juxtaposition designs place objects separately in either time or space. Such designs rely on the viewer’s
memory to make the connections between objects. However, with proper design, juxtapositions can help the
user shift their attention between objects or see patterns between elements. Tufte calls spatial juxtaposition
designs small multiples and suggests that “comparison must take place within the eyespan” [138]. More
discussion follows in Section 3.2 below.

Superposition designs overlay multiple objects, presenting them at the same place and time. Figure 1(b)
shows two co-located lines that are visually distinguished by color.

Explicit encodings compute the relationships between objects and provide visual encoding of the relation-
ships. Figure 1(c) shows the subtraction of the two objects, and Figure 1(d) shows a time warp alignment.

The three categories can be distinguished by the principal mechanism used to make connections between
objects: juxtaposition uses the viewer’s memory, superposition uses the visual system and explicit encodings
use computation to determine the relationships. The three categories can also be distinguished by how the
correspondences between parts are encoded: in juxtaposition, they are not; in superposition, proximity is
used to encode connections; and explicit encodings use some other visual encodings.

We feel these three categories are fundamental: they provide the building blocks that all comparisons can
assemble. However, the three designs may be combined to create hybrid ones that use elements of two cat-
egories. We have not encountered a hybrid of all three, though it may be possible. Therefore, although our
taxonomy might contain seven different categories (juxtaposition, superposition, explicit encodings, jux-
taposition+explicit encodings, superposition+explicit encodings, juxtaposition+superposition, and all three
combined), we consider only three basic categories and three hybrid categories. Figure 2 illustrates all of
the categories, including some of the key variants of each, on a simple example of comparing a network via
a node-link diagram.

The hybrid categories are important as they provide designs that mix the basic design elements to address
issues in any particular one. However, they are different from the primary categories as they do not introduce

4

Visual Comparison for Information Visualization , Gleicher et al. 2011
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Figure 1: A simple example of comparative visualizations: comparing two time series. For example, the data might represent mea-
surements from two sensors (X and Y) taken over time. The three basic approaches for comparative visualization are (a) juxtaposition,
(b) superposition, (c,d) explicit encoding of relationships. Two new representations from fusion are shown: (c) signal subtraction and
(d) a time alignment curve, such as produced by dynamic time warping.
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Partitioning — Multiple keys

• e.g. 2 keys 
– use two perpendicular axis OR 
– use alignment on one axis 

• separate by A first and then by B (left) 
• separate by B first and then by A (right) 

• also known as dimensional stacking

8
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Partitioning — Multiple keys

• we have a choice of order of stacking 
• typically should be based on some 

order 
• example: main-effects order by Trellis 

• we’ll get back to this when we talk 
about “partition” :)

9
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Alphabetical Median value
The Visual Design and Control of Trellis Display. Becker, Cleveland, and Shyu. JCSG 5:123-155 1996
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Trellis structure

• conditioning/trellising: choose structure 
– pick how to subdivide into panels 
– pick x/y axes for indiv panels 
– explore space with different choices 

• multiple conditioning 

• ordering 
– large-scale: between panels 
– small-scale: within panels 
– main-effects: sort by group median 

• derived space, from categorical to ordered 11
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Alphabetical
The Visual Design and Control of Trellis Display. Becker, Cleveland, and Shyu. JCSG 5:123-155 1996

Median
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confirming hypothesis

• dataset error with Morris 
switched? 

• old trellis: yield against 
variety given year/site 

• new trellis: yield against 
site and year given variety 
– exploration suggested by 

previous main-effects 
ordering

13
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Partitioning by value attributes

• looses uniqueness 
• pick one, now we have a bunch of 

data items belonging to it 
• creates partitioning of data 
• hierarchical partitioning —> 

dimensional stacking 
• if done on multiple values at once: 

clustering / labeling of data items

14
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HiVE

• London property transactions 
– first split into subsets by house type (left) 
– first split by neighborhood (right)

15Slingsby, A., Dykes, J. and Wood, J. 2009. Configuring Hierarchical Layouts to Address Research Questions. IEEE TVCG 2009
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HiVE: conditioning
• reconfigure conditioning hierarchies to explore data space 
• treemaps as spacefilling rectangular layouts 

– each rectangle is conditioned subset of data 
– nested graphical summaries 

• size, shape, color used to show subset properties 
• ordered by conditioning variable 

• dimensional stacking: 
– discretization and recursive embedding of dimensions 

16Slingsby, A., Dykes, J. and Wood, J. 2009. Configuring Hierarchical Layouts to Address Research Questions. IEEE TVCG 2009
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Overview
• Combining views 
• Partitioning 
• Coordinating Multiple Side-by-Side Views 

– Encoding Channels Shared 
– Data Shared 
– Navigation Synchronized 
– Views Linked With Marks 
– Combinations 

• Superimposing Layers 
– Static Layers 
– Dynamic Layers
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Multiple side-by-side views

• visual encoding, data, subsets 
• navigation synchronized 
• linked by explicit marks

18

All Subset

Same

Multiform

Multiform, 
Overview/

Detail

None

Redundant

No Linkage

Small Multiples

Overview/
Detail
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Multiform: 
Linked views / highlighting

• also known as brushing 
• shared encoding

19
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EDV

• Exploratory Data Visualizer 

• Graham J. Wills. Visual Exploration of 
Large Structured Datasets. In New 
Techniques and Trends in Statistics, 
237-246. IOS Press, 1995. 

20
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Highlighting (Focusing)

• Focus user attention on a subset of 
the data within one graph (from Wills 
95)

21
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Link different types of graphs: Scatterplots 
and histograms and bars (from Wills 95)

22
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Baseball data: Scatterplots and 
histograms and bars (from Wills 95)

23

select high 
salaries

avg career 
HRs vs avg  
career hits 
(batting ability)

avg assists vs 
avg putouts  
(fielding ability)

how long 
in majors

distribution 
of positions 
played
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Linking types of assist behavior 
to position played (from Wills  95)

24
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Overview-and-detail

• Example: tooltip’s -- show details 
about a data item on demand (detail-
on-demand) 

• Example: Geographic birdseye

25
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Overview-and-detail

• fisheye lens technique

26
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Small multiple

• shared encoding, different partition 
• views have a common reference frame 
• facilitates comparison 
• often used as a better alternative to 

animation 
• drawback -- screen real-estate

27
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Example: Cerebral

28

Barsky et al. Cerebral: Visualizing Multiple Experimental Conditions on a Graph with Biological Context. Proc. InfoVis 2008.



• animation: show time using temporal 
change 
– good: show process 
– good: compare by flipping between two things 
– bad: compare between many things 

• interference from intermediate frames

© Munzner/Möller

Space vs. Time: Showing 
Change

29

http://www.astroshow.com/ccdpho/pluto.gif
http://www.cs.ubc.ca/~tmm/talks/bord04.2/animatemult.gif
http://www.geom.uiuc.edu/docs/outreach/oi/evert.mpg
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good: show process

30
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good: compare by flipping 
between two things

31
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bad: compare between many 
things 

32



• small multiples: show time using space 
– overview: show each time step in array 
– compare: side-by-side easier than 

temporal 
• external cognition instead of internal memory 

– general technique, not just for temporal 

© Munzner/Möller

Space vs. Time: Showing 
Change

33



• small multiples: show time using space 
– also can be good for showing process

© Munzner/Möller

Space vs. Time: Showing 
Change

34

http://www.geom.uiuc.edu/graphics/pix/Video_Productions/Outside_In/postcard.comp.html
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Animation vs. Small Multiplies

• Tversky argument: intuition that 
animation helps is wrong 
– meta-review of previous studies 
– often more info shown in animation view so 

not a fair comparison 
– carefully chosen segmentation into small 

multiples better than animation if equivalent 
information shown 

[Animation: Can It Facilitate? Barbara Tversky, Julie Morrison, 
Mireille Betrancourt. International Journal of Human Computer 
Studies 57:4, pp 247-262, 2002.]

35
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Views linked by marks

36
Waldner et al., “Visual Links across Applications”, Graphics Interface 2010
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Views linked by marks

37
Waldner et al., “Visual Links across Applications”, Graphics Interface 2010
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Overview
• Combining views 
• Partitioning 
• Coordinating Multiple Side-by-Side Views 

– Encoding Channels Shared 
– Data Shared 
– Navigation Synchronized 
– Views Linked With Marks 
– Combinations 

• Superimposing Layers 
– Static Layers 
– Dynamic Layers
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Reduce: Items & Attributes 
Part II: Navigation

2017 Czech-Austrian summer school 
Thomas Torsney-Weir
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Data Reduction

• Cannot make sense of everything at 
once 

• reduce amount shown 
– items (rows of a table / elements) 
– attributes (columns of a table / dimensions)

40
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Last time - Reduction through 
Data manipulation

• simple filtering 
– items 
– attributes 

• simple aggregation 
– items 
– attributes 

• attributes: dimensionality reduction 
– linear 
– non-linear

41
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Today - Reduction through 
navigation

• Item reduction: navigation (camera-oriented) 
– geometric vs. semantic zooming 
– pan/translate 
– constraints + combinations 

• Aggregate reduction (camera-oriented) 
– slice 
– cut 
– project 

• Embed: focus + context 
– selective filtering 
– geometric distortions

42
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Geometric zoom

• same object (geometry) / different levels 
of detail

43
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Pad++

• “infinitely”  
zoomable user  
interface (ZUI) 

• video

44
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Semantic Zoom

• visual encoding changes depending on 
space

46
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Speed-Dependent Automatic  
Zooming

• Speed-Dependent Automatic Zooming for 
Browsing Large Documents  
– Takeo Igarashi and Ken Hinckley, Proc. UIST’00, pp. 

139-148.  
• automatic zoom  

– amount depends on how far to pan  
• demo/video  

– www-ui.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~takeo/java/autozoom/
autozoom.htm 

– www-ui.is.s.u-tokyo.ac.jp/~takeo/video/
autozoom.mov

48
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Constrained vs. Unconstrained 
navigation

• determines the amount of control 
• unconstrained—user can get lost 
• animated transitions (very controlled): 

– Autozoom video 
– Heer + Robertson  

http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/
animated_transitions/

50

http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/animated_transitions/
http://vis.berkeley.edu/papers/animated_transitions/
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Today - Reduction through 
navigation

• Item reduction: navigation (camera-oriented) 
– geometric vs. semantic zooming 
– pan/translate 
– constraints + combinations 

• Aggregate reduction (camera-oriented) 
– slice 
– cut 
– project 

• Embed: focus + context 
– selective filtering 
– geometric distortions

52
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Slicing / Cutting: Spatial Data

• easy to understand metaphor 
• reduces data  

from 3D to 2D

53
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Axis-aligned slices

54http://rsbweb.nih.gov/ij/plugins/volume-viewer.html

http://mkseo.pe.kr/stats/wp-content/uploads/2011/09/iris_splom.png
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HyperSlice: slicing in multi-d

• HyperSlice: matrix of orthogonal 2D slices 
– each panel is display and control: drag to 

change slice 
– simple 3D example

55



1D slices

56

T. Torsney-Weir, M. Sedlmair, T. Möller, Sliceplorer: 1D slices for multi-dimensional 
continuous functions, Computer Graphics Forum, 2017



1D slices

57



1D slices
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SPloM: orthographic 
projections in multi-d

59
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Today - Reduction through 
navigation

• Item reduction: navigation (camera-oriented) 
– geometric vs. semantic zooming 
– pan/translate 
– constraints + combinations 

• Aggregate reduction (camera-oriented) 
– slice 
– cut 
– project 

• Embed: focus + context 
– selective filtering 
– geometric distortions

60
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Taxonomy

• overview+detail: spatial separation 
• zooming: temporal separation 
• focus+context: integrated / embedded

61
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Focus+Context

• integrate focus and context in single view

62
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Distortion-based techniques

• geometric distortions 
• moveable lenses, evocative of the real-

world use of a magnifying glass lens 
• stretching and squishing a rubber sheet 
• working with vector fields

63
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Geometric distortion - 
3D Perspective

• move part of surface closer to the eye 
– perspective wall

64
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Fisheye lens

65
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2D Hyperbolic Trees

• fisheye effect from hyperbolic geometry 
– video: open-video.org/details.php?

videoid=4567

66
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Rubber-bands

67
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Selective filtering - 
Toolglass/Lenses : Layering

• two-handed interaction 
• toolglass: semi-transparent  

interactive tool 
– e.g. click-through buttons 

• magic lens:  
– e.g. scaling, curvature

Toolglass and magic lenses: the see-through 
interface. Eric A. Bier, Maureen C. Stone, Ken 
Pier, William Buxton, and Tony D. DeRose, 
Proc. SIGGRAPH'93, pp. 73-76. 

68
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Distortion challenges
• unsuitable if must make relative spatial judgements (length) 

– graph topology as least problematic case 
• overhead of tracking distortion 

– constrained and predictable maybe safest 
• how to visually communicate distortion 

– gridlines, shading 
• target acquisition problem 

– lens displacing items away from screen location 
• mixed results comparing to separate views, temporal nav 
• fisheye followup: concern with enthusiasm over distortion 

– what is being shown: selective filtering 
– how it is shown: distortion as one possibility

69
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Distortion costs

70


